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Tonkers, Mot Men
To Open Seasons
Swimming and wrestling make
their 1966 debuts this weekend
as the two Lobo teams are at
home for their opening meets.
The grapplers will have two
matches over the weekend as they
entertain New Mexico State Friday at 2 p.m. in the main arena
of Johnson Gym.
The second match of the weekend will be one of the big ones
of ·the season as the Wolfpack
takes on the Bruins of UCLA
and Colorado Mines .on Saturday,
same place and time. Colorado
Mines has always been one of
the stronger small college teams
in the nation and UCLA of
course is one of the best athletic
schools in the country.
The wrestlers, who are. in the
process of building under the
guidance of first-year coach Ron
Jacobsen, will be a little weak in
a couple of weights, but they
could be a surprise if the tough
training pays off.
The swimmers will open their
season against the Air Force
Academy in a meet at 2 p.m. in
the Johnson Gym pool. Coach Bob
Barney has been pleased with the
preseason showings of his tankmen. The team will be led by
captain Tom Mellars, a butterfly specialist, and a host of returning lettermen.
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YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM displayed an allegedly
captured Viet Cong battle flag at a demonstration yesterday
(left). The flag was sent to Tim Hunter, president of the conservative forum, by a U.S. soldier who passed it along to YAF
for its use. Later (right) YAF burned the Communist banner in
protest both of the peace groups and the treatment our own
Hag received around the world. The burning was witnessed ·by a
large crowd. Comments ranged from contemptuous to enthusiastic
idly curious. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

Meet the Lobos

Hoover Must Keep Cool While Leading Lobos
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Don Hoover

By JEFF DENNARD
Don Hoover has the most complicated job of any of the players
on the 1966 Lobo basketball team.
He must run the offense and
generally
"quarterback" . the
whole show. He has to tell the
team. what dE:fense the opPQSition is employing. Don Hoover
is the man who must keep his
head while all around him may
be losing theirs.
Hover has had the job of controlling the style of play for the
"Kingsmen" since his junior season of last year. In his first year
Do~ was an understudy of Skip
Kruzich at the single point position. As soon as Kruzich departed, Hoover moved into the position and quickly established himself as one of the foremost playmakers in the conference.
Ne\·er Shows Strain
Don has the trait that makes
one wonder if he really gives a
darn--the has a poker face and
never shows any strain. Another
thing that is deceptive about
Hoover is his shooting ability.
He is one of the better outside
shots on the team and will usually
come up with a big basket when
things get tough.
Of course Don is not supposed
to be the scorer on the UNM
team under the "King" style of

play. He is the man who makes
passes to the forwards and post
men who are the designated
shooters.
He must also be one of the
toughest men on -the defense. In
the pressure defense used by the
Wolfpack, Don guards the opposition's point man and is therefore at the focus point of the
action. He is expected to stop that
first pass to keep the opponents'
offense off balance.
TW Was Best Game
While the claim may be subject
to debate, one of Hoover's better
games came against the Miners
of Texas 'Vestern last season.
Don had the nearly impossible
task of guarding Bobby Joe Hill,
the TV All-American guard. Hill
did not steal the ball from Roo·
ver all night as he did to all others who guarded him last year.
Don did a workman's job on Hill
and had held him to but five
points until the UNM . big man

fouled out and Don had to start
looking for rebounds.
"He is a fine guard who took
to our style of play easily, not because he was used to it but because he is a true natural athlete," said coach King. "Don is
one of the kids who we look for w
be a leader on this team and he
is a big reason why we hope to
have a great year.''

gvie your clothes
Sanitone
Professional care!

Call 243-5671

0588.

TRANSPORTATION
IiiDEiiS wanted. Leaving for N. Y. c.,
Dee, 17, Return by Jan, 6. Share drht·
ing & expens<!S, Call 243·2470 after 7:00
!l.m, ll/30, 12/1, 2.

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Buses

700 Broadw~y NE
200. Wyoming SE

at 7:10p.m. The price for the bus
trip will be 25 cents each way. The
buses will take students directly
to the new basketball arena, and
return trips back to campus will
run on ten-minute intervals.
Available For Each Game
Bus service to the games will
be available to students for every
LOBO home basketball game for
the entire season.

News Roundup

Police Halt Berkeley Sit-In
UNM discount-ask for it

Varsity Beauty Salon
Ill Harvard SE

242-1337

try Tom-he•s the furry one

ENTRAL SE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

247-8777

By United Press International
BERKELEY - Sheriff's deputies clashed with demonstrators
last night when they tried to
break up a sit-in on the Berkeley
campus of the University of
California. The officers waded
into the crowd of about 150 demonstrators gathered in the basement of the student union. They
arrested eight persons, mostly
non-students, including Mario
Savio, a formet• student who led
the Berkeley student protests two
years ago.
Erhard Resigns
BONN-West German Chancello!' Erhard .:finished his term
in office yesterday with, a bitter tirade against the" men who de·
posed him and who will take the
reins of government. today. He
ealled them political charlatans.

mittee representative, said the
faculty definitely wanted a faculty
member placed on the Committee.
They feel that the function of the
committee needs to be defined.
The committee, which is composed of representatives of the
faculty, students, administration,
alumni, and graduate students,
serves as an idea committee to
investigate and implement programs that will impl'Ove and expand the University. With all
points of view represented it was
felt that the committee could develop workable programs.
Under the ASUNM constitution the Committee on the U has
a student chairman, who is at

Will Run to Games

By TOM GARCIA
A shuttle bus service will be
provided for students attending
tonight's game against Abiline
Christian College, it was announced last night.
Buses will be provided by the
Albuquerque Transit System and
will leave from the Johnson Gym
parking lot on the south entrance
at ten-minute intervals beginning

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
muat be submitted by noon on day before
t>ublication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
IJEAUTIFUL baby S'rand plano, retail
value $1 1000. Will sell for $800 or trade
for spinet o! comparable value. Call
296·1162, or 282-3220. 11/80, 12/1, 2.
PERSONALS
WILL lady driving to Alamosa, Cola.,
from visiting husband at UNl\[ and whu
had a flat tire at Ln Bajada Hill please
return eycglasaes left by . man who
helped change tire? Mail to 2800 Valeneia NE, Albuquer<Jue, or call 255-8138.
11/30, ll!/1, 2.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER nl.. II: repair, Special
rates to UNM students on all machines,
Free Pickup & delivery, E & E -Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·

by BOB STOREY
Student Senate voted last night
by a solid majority {14-6) to sup.
port a resolution that thc.Committee on the University select its
own chairman without having
him approved by Senate.
The vote came after an informal discussion to cover the proposals brought up by the Faculty
Policy Committee regarding the
Committee on the University.
Representatives of both student
government and the Faculty Policy Committee met this week to
work out the faculty's disagree•
ments with the construction of
the committee.
Dr. Carl Selinger, Policy Com-

Quint Improving
PITTSBURGH-.The only surviving Aranson quintuplet, Roni
Sut, has come through a blood
tt•ansfusion in good condition.
Doctors in Pittsburgh made the
transfusion today to ward off
the effects of jaundice.
Decision Postponed
WASHINGTON- The ,Justice
Department has asked the Supreme Court to withhold a decision on the proposed Pennsylvania-New Y11rk Centl·al Railroad
merger. The department said the
met•get should not be decided un·
til the Intet•state Commerce Commission t•esolves the fate of three
smaller lines.
Crater l'ho~ographcd
WASHINGTON -- The U.S.
Space Agency has published a
fantastically detailed photogl'aph

"" tltl' PTeat moon crater Copernicus, snapped in the heavens by
Lunar 01•biter Two. One scientist called the photo the "picture
of the century."
IJoxcr Indicted
PATERSON, New Jersey,-A
l'assaic, New Jersey, county
p,rand jury indicted boxer Rubin
Cartel' and a forme1• sparring
p~lt'tnet· today on charges of kiling three persons in an attempted
tavern holdup in Paterson, New
Jersey, last June.
Speck Declared Sane
CHICAGO-A criminal court
jury in Chicago has found Richard Speck mentally fit to stand
trial for the July murder of eight
student nurses. The vet•dict was
directed by the court.
(Continued on page 6)

For students who will be driv·
ing to the game it was suggested
that those entering the Freeway
get off on Stadium Boulevard or
come south on University Avenue
and turn right on to Stadium
Boulevard. Students will be
parking on the west side of the
arena.
Enter At West Side
Students will enter the arena
at the west side doors, and this
area will be marked off. Students
will not be allowed to enter
through any other entrance.
Eddie Groth, UNM sports information director, told the LOBO
last night that there will be no
advance ticket pick-up and that
admission will be only by Athletic I.D. cards.
UNM students will be sitting
on the west side of the arena in
the three sections numbered 19,
20, and 21. If there is need for
more room, seating can be extended into the next two areas
numbered 18 and 22, There will
be approximatley 4,000 seats available for students.
"Arrive Early"
Gt•oth emphasized that students
should leave early to arrive in
plenty of time. He added that
since the procedure is new for
everyone some confusion may result. "Don't wait till the last
minute," he said.
The Preliminary game will be·
gin at 5:55. The freshman team
will be taking on the New Mexico
Military Institute. The varsity
game against Abiline Christian
will begin promptly at 8:05p.m.

present Jack Weber. The faculty
feels, according to Drs. Selinger,
Castonguay and Alexander, that
the past record of the committee
makes a .faculty chairman necessary.
Over the last 6 years the committee has done nothing, the .,._
committee itself has lacked direction a faculty spokesman said.
The faculty feels that a chairman from their ranks would have
the experinece and influence to
get things done.
The faculty has proposed that
the Faculty Policy Committee appoint four faculty members to
the Committee on the U, one of
which would be the chairman of
the committee.
Senator Bob McGeorge immediately disagreed with the proposal
that the Faculty Policy Committee be given a faculty-selected
chairman. "We should not restrict
the chairman to coming from one
area of the University. I feel
that there are capable potential
chairmen in all areas."
McGeorge offered the hypotheR'~
cal case, that i:t' outgoing UNM
President Tom Popejoy would
like to serve as chairman of the
committee he could not because
he would be neither :t'aculty, administration, nor student.
Executive Administrative Assistant Lynna Joseph, who presented the faculty vieWpoint to
the Senate, said that the chairman would only serve as an organizer. "The chairman serves as
the workhorse of the committee,"
Miss Joseph said.
Most of the argument centered
around the power of the chair·
man. The committee is composed
of 4 students appointed by the
ASUNM president, 4 faculty
members appointed by the Policy
( Co.,ti11ued on page 7) .. ~.

LOBO Goof
The LOBO goofed yesterday
and incorrectly reported that
the campaigning for the Student Senate election would
start Monday, December 5. Actually, according to Pat Holder,
student election committee
chairman, the candidates may
not begin actively campaigning
for the Senate seats until Monlay, December 12. The deadline for the petitions of candiates seeking Senate offices is
Jtill tomorrow.
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The department of mathematics and statistics at UNM has
l'eceived a National Science Found!ltion grant of $69,000 for a
summet· Mathematics Institute.
The grant will provide stipends
for tive cout·ses for :(i.fty high
school teachers. They will study
vector geomeb·y, Pl'Oblem solving in algebra, Pl'Obability, intuitive topology, and wot•kshops in
secondary mathematics from June
17 through Aug. 11.
Listed on the Institute staff
will be Professot•s A. P. Hillman,
director; and Merle Mitchel!, S.
Kao, and H. L. Bentley, all of
the UNM faculty.
Application blanks, available in
January, may be obtained from
Director Hillman.

(Editor's Note: this is the sec- mate solution in which the demoond of the LOBO series present- cratic process has viability. At
ing the four faculty proposals on the same time, like most Amerthe ~niversit~'s role toward !he . icans, I suspect, I am troubled
selective service. The follow1ng ·by this war and hope that every
proposal was submitted by Rob- advantage for peace may be exert M. Duncan, UNM professor plored. Viet Nam does not howof modern and classical Ian- ever, pose the threat to our ~ation
guages.)
which justifies sending civilianThe drafting of college stu- soldiers. into battle unless they
dents, or their deferment, con- volunteer for such service.
cerns us all more, I suspect, than
Racial Minorities and the Poor
would appear from letters to the
A persistent criticism of colpapers or from attendance at lege deferment runs that in demeetings. It occurs to me that this ferring college students we disconcern seems less evident be- criminate against racial minorcause people with more extreme ities and the poor. Such an argu- ·
views drown out thoughtful and ment 1\ppeals to many intelligent
troubled consideration which re- and charitable people but it is
mains still amorphous because so not, I believe, a valid one. In the
few public statements reflect mid" first place it confuses deferment
die-of-the-road attitudes. I should with exemption and, in the seclike to give expression to some ond place, it calls for the wrong
moderate views and suggest a conclusion. It is true that the draft
resolution which embodies them. calls up more racial minorities
Deferment and Exemption
and poor than it does well-to-do
Many speakers talk of defer- people but the situation is a critiment as if it were a synonym for cism of society rather than of the
exemption. The argument for de- draft. Racial minorities are likely
ferment is simple: it is better for to be poor until they escape povyoung men to do their military erty by seizing every opportunservice after college than before. ity to improve their education
It is probably better also for the (and I am for assisting them in
armed services this way. This is every way to acquire the educanot to say that the statement is tion they are capable of absorhtrue for all cases; I think we all ing)·
know of instances where miliThere is even a bright side to
tary service before completing the fact that the poor out-number
college has fitted men for more the others in the draft (assuming
serious attention to their studies that we do not send draftees into
than was the case earlier.
battle). Not many of U<l are
Exemption from military ser- tempted to recommend the armed
vice must always depend on the services as educational institurequirements of national safety tions but we can easily recall men
and welfare. Thus if a student is who learned useful trades while
deferred and later accepts a job serving their stint in the army,
in an exempted profession or in- the navy, or the air forces.
dustry, we must consider that he
Obligation of the University to its
acts in the national interest. My
Students
personal explanation for the fact
If it is in the best interest of
that men show more interest to- students to be deferred until they
day than formerly in the teach- receive their college degree, then
ing profession stems from better it is surely the obligation of the
pay schedules rather than from University to provide the draft
the hope that the scarcity of boards with evidence of their bona
teachers will persuade draft fide status as students. The necesboards to grant indefinite defer- sary corollary to the proposition
menta
is that the University should proPurpose of the Draft
vide evidence also if the students
The draft was instituted as a fail to maintain such status. I
means of giving military experi- hear no opinion in favor of havence to the male population so ing the_ University exist as an acthat in case our nation is threat- ceptable alternative to the draft.
ened by war, we may bring our
Because of these considerations
people to a state of military pre- I propose the following resoluparedness with greater efficacy. tion as being appropriate to pasTraining is therefore its chief sage by any segment of the Unipurpose. If this is so, we may versity community:
rightfully object to the practice of
Inasmuch as the purpose of
sending draftees into the war in
the draft is to provide military
Viet Nam. That should be a war
experience for a stubstantial
for the professional armed serportion of the male population
vices rather than for the civilianof the United States in case we
soldier.
are menaced by the military
This is not to say that we
might of some foreign power,
we hereby resolve
should withdraw from Viet Nam
and thus dash the hopes we have
First, that draftees should
raised there of seeing some ultiunder no circumstances be sent

I

Join the Swinging
World of Yamaha
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UNIVERSITY OF' NEW MEXK;O BASK~TBALL ARENA
,.. ....,.,., AlA

THIS CHART of the University Basketball Arena shows the total seating capacity of the structure. UNM students will have sections 1920-21 for their reserved area. If there is need for more students' seats sections 18 and 22 will be used. All students must park on the west
side of the arena and enter through the west doors.

'

l-lonorary to Present
-· Candlelight Vespers
The national music fraternity
for women, Sigma Alpha Iota,
will open the pre-holiday season
for the University campus and
the community Sunday, Dec. 4.
The traditional Candlelight
Vesper program will begin at 4
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.
· Local Composers Featured
Four Works by Eunice Kettering, local composer and patroness
of Sigma Alpha Iota, and one by
Dr. Walter Keller of the UNM
faculty, will be performed.
Inspired by a Sarum Rite used
in Salsbury Cathedral, England,
"Variations on a Plain Song
Christmas Hymn," Dr. Keller's
,..~ work, will be sung by a threepart female chorus.
A first-time performance, it is
scored for eight instruments to
accompany the chorus. Playing
are Dianne Wooley and Ann Littleton, flutes; David Lester and
Carl
Hammond,
trombones;
Charles Brandebury, trumpet;
Sheri Tillery and Anne Haney,
horns; and Martha Sargent,
glockenspiel.
Program Is Free
Open to the public without

charge, the program will be conducted by Judy Waltz, a graudate
student in music. General chairmlln is Sherry Meador.
The chorus is made up of members of Alpha Sigma, the UNM
chapter of the organization, and
the male instrumentalists are
members of Phi Mu Alpha Sinionia, national music fraternity
for men.

India's many customs, many of
which are unfamiliar to residents
of this country, provide the plot
of the Indian movie to be presented at 7 p.m. Saturday (Dec.
3) at the UNM Union Theater.

"Chaudvin-Ka-Chand," ( T h e
Prettiest :Moon) will be !Oponsored with English subtitles by
the Indo-American Assn. and the
International Club.

~·-·--·-·--

Senior-bike styling at a
freshman's price:
Including competition·
bred Oil Injection Sys·
tom that eliminates
messy &as-oil mtx1nc~ Low, low down pay..
mont, monthly payments to fit any budget.

Move on Campus 60 this semester and
get up to. 55 mph on its 200·mpg rotary
valve engme. Works off an effortless con·
st~nt !ll~~h .4-s~eed gear box. At this
1pnce, 1mhall on m the swinging world is
Ia snap! See it and a cyclel"s dozen at
i

BOBBY J'S
MOTORCYCLE SALES

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery

6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 25.S.0237

ENGINEERING RESEARCH

ATTEND THE LOBO, ABILENE

into a war that has not been
for.mally dedared to exist by
the Congress of the United
States, and
Second, that police actions or
wars, such as that being waged
in Viet Nam at the present
(Continued on page 7)

GAME TONIGHT

•
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with the

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

''Business is for
the birds!''
Who says so?

WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION, VICKSBURG,
MISSISSIPPI
Challenging career opportunities ore available for engineers and scientists in the fields of:
-Soil Mechanics
-Hydraulics
-Concrete
-Instrumentation

A "Yummy Blond"

U.Droma Student
•. To Appear on TV
E. J. Peaker, former UNM
drama major, will guest star on
Channel 7's "That Girl" at 8:30
p.m. Dec. 3.
She will play the role of a
"yummy blonde" whose appearance upsets a going romance,
especialll' when the young man
involved breaks a date to take
his "mother" to lunch.
A recent visitor to Albuquerque, E. J, was selected as a freshman to play the title role of Joan
of Are in one of the major productions given that your under
the direction of Edwin Snapp,
chainnan of the drama depart·
ment.

Movie Features Customs of India

Catch the
school spirit
on a CAMPUS 60
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5~Year Deferment Sought
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UNM Is Given Funds
For Math Institute

Patronize···
Lobo Advertisers
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-Nuclear Weapons Effects
-Environmental Research
-Flexible Pavements
-Mobility & Trafficability

The Corps of Engineers offers a wide variety of professional engineering work in all
fields of engineering. Training programs provide excellent opportunities for increased
technical knowledge as well as early promotions for those who satisfactorily complete
the training.

~MOI<EY'S

FRIENDS
DON'T
PLAY
WITH
MATCHES

Representatives of the WATERWAYS EXPERIMENt STATION, Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi, wilr be on campus Monday, December 5, 1966, for the purpose of
interviewing interested students. Salaries will be discussed at the time of interview. Students with superior academic ratings can qualify for higher salaries.
Applications will be accepted for employment with the WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT
STAiiON al'ld with any other CORPS OF ENGINEER Installation throughout the United
States and Overseas. See your Pfac:ement Officer today!
The Corps of EngiMers is an equal opportunity employer.

DR. ARNOLD KOSCHMANN, chairman of the department of
electrical engineering, at UNM is shown here at a reception held
by Students for a Democratic Society in the Union yesterday,
Koschmann was discussing the Viet Nam war with one of the
members of SDS. Koschmann, while opposed to the war, felt that
there was no simple way out as asserted by spokesmen for the
left. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

•

Lots of people do. Some right on your
campus. And for rationale, they point an
accusing finger at business and say it lacks
"social commitment."
Social commitment? We wish theycould
visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we
make cable and apparatus for your Bell
telephone company. But we have time for
other thoughts, other talents.
Like the situation in nearby Newark.
With civic and business leaders, we began buzzing with ideas. "Let's teach higher
skills to some of the un-employed and
under-employed. Say, machine shop practice. They could qualify for jobs that are
going begging - and help themselves as
well."
We lent our tool-and-die shop, evenings. We found volunteer instructors. A
community group screened applicants.
Another supplied hand tools. The Boys

Club donated classroom facilities. Another
company sent more instructors.
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incentive? Self-improvement. Results to date?
New people. at better jobs. Happier.
And this is only one of dozens of socialminded projects at Western Electric plants
across the country, where our first job is
making communications equipment for the
Bell System.
So1 you don't give up ideals when you
graduate. If anything, at a company like,
say, Western Electric, you add to them.
And it's not just a theory. It's practice.
Satisfying. Come on and find out. And
watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.

@ We.stern Electric

MANUFACTURING &SUPP!.V UNIT OF THE BElL SYSTEM

•

-
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lETTERS
DISLIKES PSYCHOLOGY OF
PSYCHOLOGY
Dear Sir:
Enclosed with this note is a
clipping from the Sunday JOURNAL concerning the training of
people, even potential social studies majors and psychologists, who
have been given the ''rat training"
and "Miller Analogy Chart Test
Results" as a basis for their training in dealing with the problems
of the human race.
I am a junior in the College of
Education, and I can state truthfully that the only course taken
by me that was worth its salt in
tll.e field of human relations (students), was Human Growth and
Development.
The psychology courses I have
taken so far have dealt mostly
with charts and graphs, analogy
tests, operant and respondent
conditioning (with results from
rats to apes), plus statements
from the works of Pavlov, Thorndike, and Watson which leave
most students wondering what it
is all about.
Dr. Ross, who heads the Child
Guidance Center in Albuquerque,
is understandably frustrated, for
the people who have come to him
seeking jobs have been trained in
"rat psychology," and he is not
running a center for "emotionally
disturbed rats." Instead, Dr. Ross
• states," we are running a center
"to help children."
Pity the new teacher leaving
the University after one semester
of student teaching. The results
of the psychology courses are for
the most part forgotten, leaving
him to stand on his judgment and
common sense in dealing with his
pupils. His most reliable judgment is based on his experiences
as a student teacher-his intimate
contact with students, other teachers, counselors, and administrators.
I have no quarrel with the
teaching of psycholpgy, but I do
disagree with the way it is
taught. Consequently, I must
agree with Dr. Ross in that we
are not dealing with "emotionally
disturbed rats," but with chi!•.: llren who, by the way, are human
beings.
Name withheld by request
DESERT ROOM REVISITED
Dear Sir:
The honest intentions of Mr.
van Dresser with regard to improving food and service in the
cafeteria cannot be questioned.
His sense of accuracy in quoting
me, however, leaves much to be
desired. He writes (Letters to the
Editor, Nov. 23) in part,"· .. the
employees of the Desert Room are
••• proud of the service they provide and would . . • resent Mr.
Karni's suggestion that they are
like 'any lunch counter'."
If Mr. van Dresser had taken
'dte trouble to carefully read and
carefully quote my previous letter,
he would have seen that my reference to "any lunch counter"
was made with regard to the
drink that comes with the order of
a meal. In this respect, and in this
respect only, is the Desert Room
similar to "any lunch counter.''
I have the highest esteem of
the service rendered by the employees of the Desert Room. In
fact, I am right now on my way
to lunch there. Won't you join me,
Mr. van Dresser?
Dr. S. Karni
Dept. ofEE

Q)]llt
Published Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the res:•dar University year by the
Student Publications Board of the Associated Students of the Unjvenity of New Mexic:ot
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G.O.P. CONSENSUS
THE MOST POWERFUL, articulate, and strategically
placed branch of the Republican Party today is that which
is safely and happily seated in the governors' chairs of 25
states. Notwithstanding the Republicans' present upswing in
congressional strength, and the emergence of new and attractive faces there, it is still upon the GOP governors that
most political interest now rests.
This has led to a stronger possibility that it will be from
among these governors that the 1968 Republican candidate
will be chosen, the first so picked since New York's Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey ran in 1948. Indeed, except for former
Vice-President Richard Nixon and, possibly, Senator-Elect
Charles Percy of Illinois, almost all of the leading GOP
presidential possibilities two years hence and visible today
are governors rather than senators or representatives.
Given this concentration of Republican power in gubernatorial hands, given the strong political appeal of so many of
these GOP governors, and given the increasing desirability
of the 1968 nomination owing to the present slip in President
Johnson's popularity, it is of crucial importance to party
fortunes that the Republican governors draft a general
agreement on principles.
WITHOUT SUCH an agreement there is a grave danger
that the Republican Party in 1968 will find itself split as it
was in 1964, with its moderate wing pulling in one direction
and its conservative wing in another. No one need be told of
the formidable hurdles to success in the presidential election
which such a situation would again erect in the path of the
Republican candidate.
Thus New York's Gov. Nelson Rockefeller's suggestion,
and Michigan's Gov. George Romney's endorsment of an
"agreement" or "consensus" approa,ch to winning the 1968
presidency makes strong political sense. So, too, does the
clearly conciliatory attitude which these two moderate Republican leaders have taken toward Governor-Elect Ronald
Reagan of California, who, on a number of issues, speaks
more for conservative tendencies within the party.
. It is by no means certain that next month's Republican
governors' meeting will be able to draft such an agreement.
There is a wide difference of opinion on such scalding topics
as the Vietnamese war, the racial situation, federal aid to
and intervention in many areas of public and private life,
fiscal policies, urban affairs, and so forth. Differing views on
these are strongly held. In many ways this is good. It results
in frank debate and full discussion. And the recent election
success of Republican candidates for governor shows that
the American people are themselves ready to choose men
with quite different views.
BUT WE BELIEVE that a general measure of agreement
at this time would measurably strengthen Republican presidential chances in 1968. It would permit the party to spend
the next two years offering the voters both a clear, concise
policy and the concept of a unified party. The divisions of
1964 were too disastrous to be tolerated.
-Christian Science Monitor
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IFC Concert
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Private Drab
Meets an Ally

Warwick Will Appear on Dec. 9

By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Francisco

Chro~i(:lc

"Hi, there," said Private Oliver Drab, 378-18-4454, as another
soldier tumbled into his foxhole. "What outfit are you with?"
"Arvin," replied Private Thang Sa Lot, scrunching lower as a
mortar shell burst nearby. "You know, Army of the Republic of
Vietnam.''
"Gosh,'' said Private Drab with awe. "You're one of those fellows
we're helping fight the war. Excuse me for not recognizing you. I
guess it's that I haven't seen one of you around for so long."
"That's all right," said Private Thang. "We're not supposed to be
in combat any more. We're supposed to be pacifying villages. I wish
I hadn't got lost."
"I guess you're worried what you~· Captain will say, Mine's always
mad when I goof up."
"No," said Private Thang thoughtfully. "I'm worried I'll get killed."
Private Drab's face lit up. "Gee you too? I've always had this thing
about not wanting to get killed It's sure nice to have something in
common with your allies."
"I think you would like our pacifiaction work better than this," said
Private Thang.
"I've always been interested in peace work," said Private Drab
enthusiastically. "More so every day. But I don't think my Captain
would let me transfer to your outfit. Much as he admires it.''
"He admires us?"
"Oh, yes. He's always talking about how this is your war and
we're just here to help you out and to remember we're guests in your
country." Private Drab squeezed off a burst from his burp gun. "Excuse me," he said, "but I think I just shot up one of your trees.".
"Be my guest,'' said Private Thang politely.
Private Drab frowned. "The only thing I don't understand," he said,
"is if it's your war how come we get to do all the fighting and you
get to do all the peace work?"
"Just plain good fortune, I suppose," said Private Thang with a
shrug. There was a lull in the firing and he prepared to go.
"You sure you wouldn't like to stay and keep me company?" asked
Private Drab a little wistfully. "I mean seeing it's your war and all."
"To tell you the truth," said Private Thang, managing a small bow
as he crowled to the rear, "you can have it.''

* * *
nice fellow,'' Private Drab said

"He sure was a
later to his friend,
Corporal Partz, "polite and generous. Say! Seeing as how they've kind
of given us their war, why dcm't we just pass it along to somebody
else?
"That's a great idea," said Corporal Partz, scratching a leech bite
on his shin. "Only nobody else in the whole world would have it."

VETERANS INFORMATION
Q-My father is a World War I
veteran and needs an operation.
He can't afford it and neither can
I. Can he get into a veteran's
hospital?
A-Admittance to a VA hospital is in this order: First, veterans with service-connected disabilities; second, veterans who are
unable to pay. The latter are admitted when beds are available.
0-In 1918, I suffered TB and
was sent to a Naval Hospital from
which I was discharged a year
later with 100 per cent temporary
total service-connected disability.
In 1942, I was told that my condition was inactive. Why is there a
difference in service connected disabilities?
A-The difference is the severity
of each disability. Each case is decided on the degree the veteran is
disabled. Just about any ailment
or disability could be service-connected but not all are compensable.
Q-1 am a service connected
veteran injured during the time
of the Berlin airlift. Can I borrow
$2,000 under the new GI Bill to
help start a shoe repair business?
A-No. Business loans are not
included in the new GI Bill. But
you are eligible for vocational re·
habilitation training to help prepare you for a gainful occupation.
See your nearest VA Regional
Office.
Q-1 am a v~teran's child eligible for war orphan's educational
benefits. If J am called into active
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duty immediately after my 18th
birthday without having had an
opportunity to take advantage of
educational benefits, will my eligibility be extended?
A-Yes. Where an eligible person serves on duty with the
Armed Forces after his 18th birthday, but before his 23rd birthday,
his eligibility ends five years after
his first discharge, or release
from such duty.
Q-If I attend school under the
new GI Bill less than half-time,
will I receive my benefits?
A-Yes. You will be paid the
rate of established charges for
tuition and fees, not to exceed $50
if more than one-fourth to onehalf time; not to exceed $25, if
one-fourth time or less.
Q-I understand the GI home
loan program for World War II
veterans is about over. Is that
true?
A-The deadline for World War
II veterans is July 25, 1967. Your
entitlement runs 10 years from
the date of discharge plus one
year for each three months of
service, but in no case will it go
beyond July 25, 1967.
Q-I am uncertain as to what
I want to be, but I want to use the
educational benefits of the GI
Bill. Can VA help?
A-Yes; the Veterans Administration has a counseling service
available to assist you in selecting the most suitable training
program.

MRS. MANUEL LUJAN, a member of Our Lady of Lourdes
parish, tries a Mexican hat with Dianne Katz, vice president of
the Newman Center student organization, as they plan for the
Foreign Student Dinner Sunday, Dec:. 4, at 6 p.m. at the c:enter.
All foreign students attending the University are invited to attend.

Dionne Warwick, whose recent
concert at Lincoln Center, N.Y.,
earned extensive write-ups in national publications, will be in Albuquerque Dec. 9.
Her appearance in Johnson
Gymnasium is co-sponsored by
the UNM Cultural Committee,
headed by Dean Harold Lavender,
Dean of Students, and the InterFraternity Council.
An organization of representatives from all recognized Greek
fraternities and colonies, the IFC
is headed by William H. Parson
Jr. He has named Jerry Roehl,
who served as 1966 Homecoming
chairman, in charge of the Warwick Concert.
Tickets for students are priced
at $1.50, with general admission
at $2.50.
Miss Warwick, who appeared
before a sell-out audience at Philharmonic Hall, previously sang
at the Palladium in London and
the Olympia in Paris.
Her restrained gospel style
singing is described as the pi·oduct of a polished, flexible voice
reaching deep purple below and
sky-blue above.
Discovered five years ago by
composer Burt Bacharach, she includes such songs by him as

Open House Is Set By U. Observatory
The UNM Observatory, one
block north of the intersection of
Lomas and Yale, will hold open
house from 7:30 p.m. until 9 p.m.
Dec. 14. In. case of cloudy skies
the event wJll be scheduled at the
same hours Dec.lG.
Admission to the observatory is
by free tickets obtained by send-

distinctly non-21st century things
such as contemporary jazz, cars,
and costumes. In fact it was easy
to forget that the time was not
the present.
The bumptious way in which
the plot develops and involves
the viewer in action. without any
unnecessary 'Brave New World'
baggage is probably the best
thing to be said for it. The film
is commendable in its avoidance
of too close camera work, and
any sort of searching, northe1·n
Europ.ean development of personality.
Not So Good Things
There were poor shots taken
while flying over Rome, and obtrusive moody things with various
clubs and cabarets, all of which
still exhibited a Victorian design,
only more streamlined.
In one scene the firing of a ray
gun exposes a hiding place for
Mastriaonni's parents, a wild
contrast with everything else in
the scene. Perhaps the readei'
remembers the scene in "Juliet of
the Spirits" where Giuletta Masina looks inadvertantly in at a
marriage feast p.·esided over by
a Cardinal,-this latter scene was
set into a sort of super acid-head
seance, in a parallel way with
the scene in "Victim," but here
the sequence is quite hokey and

ENTIRE OUTFIT $10.00
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders,
Handkerchief, Sluds, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.

FIRST AND GOLD

•

unimportant.
The use of an organ-based
sound track is in the right vein,
and not overly powerful.
Still we find the Italian flavor
in the film just the right phenomenon to make what would be a
silly, frippery film into a silly
and enjoyable film.
Since this is the last night it
will be at Don Pancho's, and
since it is completely unimportant as cinema, we suggest attendance in the service of cultural
irony.

1-1Atw\9~e~ St-JAICHeR
O~IJfl.~ ...

Odd
Bodkins
By Dan O'Neill

{:{ COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque'$ Largen
and Most Complete Gown Shop

Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque • • •

ARE YOU SURE YOU
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING?

Taking your

M.R.S.?

People in love have a crazy way of getting wrapped
up in eal.'b other and forgetting about everything else.
So, unless you want to make a mistake, forget a bout love
when you're buying a diamond ring.
If you'd like some expert help, in fact, go see ~·our
Al'lCar,·ed jeweler. He has beautiful diamond rings from
$150 to m·cr $1000. Every one has a gemologist's evaluation
inscribed on the inner band. E,·ery one is guaranteed.
So don't get emotional at a time like this. Get careful.
If ~·ou don't know mt~·thing about diamonds, see ~·our
ArtCarved jeweler. He does. ~carved<!)

Do your
•
cramming

i).( FORMALS
i).( SEMI-FORMALS

•

DIAL 247-A347

402 C!!ntral Av!l., Downtown
124 Coronado C!!nter

with
.,. l'f'S Me: .. OU1' FOR A
S'fRO~~ .. wrr!-4 M'1
~We$1 Aij'fl· SA'fWifoJ~!:D

ing a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the secretary of the department of physics a,nd astronomy, 800 Yale Blvd. NE. Only
150 are available. They are also
. d f
h"ll
d r 19
require
or c 1 ( ren ..un e ~~
who must be accompanied by an
adult with a ticket.

COAT and TROUSERS $6.50

'Tenth Victim' Is Pleasing;
'Soundtrack' Is Confusing
By BRIAN LEO
We saw "The Tenth Victim"
Tuesday night at Don Poncho's
and were quite pleased. It began with an eerie sound track;
No!, It's actually the recorded
music for the interval between
films.
When "Victim" began there
was a lovely shot of Richard Upjohn's Trinity church in New
York, and then all of a sudden a
man who looked alarmingly like
Elwood Quesada, a former Federal Aviation Agency chief, was
killed.
Initially we questioned the relation between the film's stated
objective of presenting a dramatic
image of the 21st Century, and
the continual dependence on
stereotyped camera work and
ragged action progression.
Two Sides
There are really two ways of
looking at the film; first, that it
is a film which fails to be distinguished, although this is dubious
because it implies too sharp a
comparison with other films of the
same genre. Second, It is just as
effective to look at it as a singular film, because it is an Italian
loo"k at thrillers, not trying to be
French (Rifili), or English, (The
Bond business), or American,
("The Silencers'').
"The Tenth Victim" is concei·ned with juxtaposition of ideas,
facts, and emotions. None of the
characters are remotely believable because of these intentional
confusions, but one is brought
over these obections by the dryness and boldness of the characterizations and by the film's
speed.
We liked the liberal use of

Drinkard Singers, the first gospel
group to appear at the Newport
Jazz Festival. She formed the
Gospelaires as a teen-ager with
her sister, Dee Dee, a rising recording star herself, and two
cousins.

"Walk on By" on her programs.
She has sold some eight million
singles and four million albums.
Miss Warwick was born in East
Orange, N.J. Her grandfather is
a Methodist minister and her
parents were members of the

MODERN

BRIDE

From previews of the newest bridal
and trousseau fashions to exciting
plans for an off·Season European
honeymoon, Modern Bride is the mod·
ern guide to large and small weddings,
1irst-home furnishings, post-nuptial
entertaining, and the planning that
makes perfect - before, during and
after. See for yourself in the current
issue of Modern Bride.
JUST 75¢-ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF·PRIC£ STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION RATE
AVAILABLE THROUGH COLLEGE BOOKSTORES!

•

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCarved Jewelers
AlamogordoSORENSON JEWELRY

Gallup-

AlbuquerqueBUTIERFIELD JEWELRY

losAiamos-

AlbuquerqueJUDD JEWELERS

Santa FeGORDON'S JEWELERS

ArtesiaCHANDLER'S JEWELRY

Silver CityPAUL R. GANTZ

HOLMAN JEWELRY CO.
HAYES JEWELRY

---. -~----------------

r
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'The Sky Changes'

"The Sky Changes," by Gilbert via San Francisco, in a traveling
SoJ;"rentino, Hill and Wang, New attempt to bring the marriage
York, 395.
back together again. The sad part
Gilbert Sorrentino believes that is that only the husband is really
"an audience per se has ceased to interested in bringing anything
exist for the American writer. back together. We learn about
The once fairly well-to-do middle halfway through the book that the
class, that took its entertainment wife has felt nothing for five
by reading something worthwhile, years. Further, she has slept with
no longer takes its entertainment every one of the husband's
that way.''
friends.
Take a masterful handling of
The journey begins in Brooklyn
the English language, take a situ- and progresses across the states
ation concerning all of us involv- with various stops at friends'
ed in modern American life, take homes. The husband repeatedly
a story that moves forward, back- fails to arouse his wife sexually,
ward, and s.ide-ways and you have he repeatedly gets drunk and
the broad aspects of "The Sky makes a fool of himself, and the
Changes." Mr. Sorrentino's first driver repeatedly calmly dons his
novel should go a long way to- sunglasses and drives onward-a
ward bringing back that lost constant reminder of the husaudience.
band's loss of control.
Cross-Country Trip
Frequent Interpolations
The husband inherits a substanSorrentino will not tease the
tial sum of money on his mother's reader with foreshadowing and
death, and with a driver, the plotting to create suspense. The
husband's wife and their two time sequence of the trip is
children, begins a cross-country handled chronologically, but there
auto trip. Husband is the only are frequent interpolations of
term we ever know him by. past and future incidents that
Characters are referred to as broaden the reader's understandchild 1, or child 2, or J, or M. ing of the situation. ApproximateNames won't get in the way of ly halfway through the book we
character exploration. Sorrentino even get .glimpses of the husband
is not concemed with creating a after the end of the trip, which is
Mr. Pumblechook, but with ex- the end of the novel. Why?
ploring the various facets of cerBecause the author is not meretain characters involved in very ly interested in entertaining the
particular situations. To use the reader. He is not interested in the
author's own phrasing: he attacks escape novel. He is bringing the
the subject obliquely, not directly. reader to a work of art. He is
Death of a Marriage
interested in dispiaying an exHusband and wife':> marriage ample of the fine art of fictional
has grown cold. In fact, from the prose. He is interested in broadglimpse of its first night we won- ening experience through an exder if it ever got hot. "She comes ploration of his characters.
out of the bathroom, naked, he
Elicit Response swallows, offers her some wine,
We come to a Picasso, a Chagthey drink more, everything she all, a Van Gogh with a humblesays interests him. They finish the ness, a desire to learn. -We abwine and he opens another bottle,
sorb the richness, the detail, the
they finger and mondle each other unity,
the exploration and expian..." they make love once, twice, atio.n of
a rejuggling of familiar
three times. ''The third time she experience
in a new and different
calls him by another name and way that adds to and strengthens
his heatt shrinks to a plum.'' We our knowledge and understanding
witness the death, or slow dying, of
some part of life. "The Sky
of this marriage through the re- Changes"
is capable of eliciting
peated attempts of the husband at
the
same
intense
gratifying
a successful sexual union with his responses. That's and
a pretty big
wife. She, however, remains still. order but I think it does just that.
They are traveling to Mexico,

(Continued from page 1)
Death Sentences Changed
COLUMBUS, Ohia-Ohio Governor James Rhodes has commuted the death sentences of
three men scheduled to die Friday. Two will now serve life
terms. The third was granted a
60-day stay of execution to pursue his case in court.
Record Budget Expected
AUSTIN, Texas-Top government experts say President Johnson's budget for fiscal, 1968, could
zoom to a record $140 billion,
However, the experts at the Texas White House pointed out that
the figure was "speculative.''
64 Guerrillas I{illed
SAIGON-An assault force of
Amel"ican infantrymen; helicopte1•
gunships and fighter-bombers
killed 64 Communist guerrillas
today and rescued a besieged U.S.
Army patrol in the jungles
northeast of Saigon. There were
no American losses in the battle.
Tanker Sinks
HARBOR BEACH, Michigan
A 12,500-ton ore freighter
broke in two and sank in galelashed Lake Huron. Only one of
the 33 crewmembers aboard survived.
USSR Sets Bail
WASHINGTON- The Soviet
Union has set bail at close to $11,000 for one of two Americans arrested in Leningrad for currency
violations two months ago. But
Craddock Gilmour Jr. will have
to stay in jail until his trial.
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Hokona Seniors

.
PAGE'S A WS Will Ask Whiteside listen to ..KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
CORNER To l=ix
Privileged I-I ours
by
JOE PAGE

Deoth Penolties
Of 3Commuted

Thursday, December 1, 1966

The Associated Women Students have voted to send a plan
to Dean of Women Helen Whiteside asking that the privileged
hou1•s for senior women living in
Hokona Hall be made a permanent
part of campus life.
The privilege entitles any senior
woman living in Hokona Hall to
stay out until 6 a.m. as long as
she has a 2.0 average and 90
hours. She must sign out of the
dorm so that the advisors have
an idea who is out.
Not Abused
The group felt there had been
no misuse of the plan, and that it
had been beneficial to all the seniors that had taken part in the
program.
A committee headed by Marci

Draft Resolution Senate ...
(don tihued from page 3)
time should be fought by military professionals, and
Third, that status as a bona
fide litudent should continue to
be acceptable for draft defm·ment of live years, or until terntination of the baccalaureate
degree, whicheYer should come
first, and
Fourth, that the Administration of the University be urged
to cooperate fully with the Jmblic bodies charged with the reSP!l.nsjbility of· administering
our draft laws, to the end that
the Unh•ersity shall remain an
educational institution and not
l;lec~:nne a haven for draft-dodgers ·
•

SMILE!

Bowman gave the results of a
p;eneral poll involving the question of extending week day hours
for the dorms and sororities. It
was found that the majority of
the girls favor an extension to 11
or 11:30 p.m,
Boys Want Later
When boys were asked if they
thought the girls should have extended hours, they felt regular
hours should be extended to midnight and specials to 1 a.m.
It was announced that Miss
Elizabeth Bear, nurse-midwife,
and professor of nursing at UNM,
will speak on "Attitudes and
Values Toward Sexual Behavior,"
at a lecture Dec. 5 in the Kiva at
8:30 p.m. Men are welcome to attend.

soun~wm Etu6rte
SHAVIR SIIVICI

Sells & Services

Mreko®

The Close Electric Shave
Authorized Factory
Station

Robert B. Dengler-Owner

WRH Open House

200 Third NW

- Women's Residence Halls invites faculty, staff, students, their
parents and friends to attend the
WHR open house Sunday, Dec. 4,
from 2 to 5:30P.M.

247-8219

•

MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT of the University of Albuquerque are obtaining identification tags prior to a dinner for them in the Desert Room of the Union last night. The dinner was
sponsored by the student government of UNM. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

Songfest Dec. 18

I

Campanas Will Sponsor
Competitive Carol Sing
Songfest, UNM's annual competitive Christmas carol sing for
all campus organizations, is
scheduled for Dec. 18.
Unde1' sponsorship of Las Campanas, honorary for junior women, the competition will be held at
7 p.n1, in the ballroom of the Student Union. There is no charge

·somebody forgot ...

If you're under 25
you need this dial
to save your neck.

every liHer bit hurts"

Susan Spotless says:

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

f-i;
~"•ut~

No matter how toughyour beard is,
the skin of your neck is still tender
because shaving hasn't chewed it up or
turned it crusty yet. Shaving can do that
because ordinary shaving devices make
no adjustment for that tender skin.
The REMINGTON® 200 Selectro
shaver has a dia1 with a special po~i:
tion just for your neck.
Position number one is designed to
protect that very tender skin-the skin
most shaving devices cut, scratch, redden
and irritate. Yet it gives you the closest
shave you've ever had-while it's protecting your neck.
Another part of the Remington
protection is that it has exclusive guard
combs that lift up the hairs (even the
thin, curly hairs of your neck) and slick
them off.
By lifting the whiskers, the guard
combs also prevent ingrown hairs that
can cause skin blemishes.
After you've saved your neck, posi·
tions 2, 3 and 4 will protect the rest of
your face.
When you turn the dial, the cutters
raise up and adjust to your particular
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beard. Because the new REMINGTON
200 Selectro shaver has a bigger shaving

surface, you don't have to rub and scrub
your skin raw red, to get a closer shave.
That goes for touching up your lip or
shaving your whole face for the first time
in three days.
There's a special position just for
sideburns. Number 5.
, Turn the dial and up comes the biggest
POP·Up trimmer ever. Does a straight,
even, neat job on sideburns.
And it's good for back-of-the-neck
jobs, too, between trips to the barber,
The easiest electric shaver cleaning ever.
N urnher 6 on the dial. Just click: the side
panels flip open and, with a pffft from
you, it's clean. That's all there is to it.
The price. The good news is that it
actually costs less than most ordinary
shavers that don't care if a man under
25 gets it in the neck.

REMINGTON 200

Selectr'o Shaver
S PER R"v"'"R'A"N"".o' • eo,.mteflcut

L••o~ o_c,,,.,....
GEORGANN MALTESE, radio
and television [lersonality, gets
some inside information on the
-coming finals in Theta Sigma
Phi's Best-Dressed Girl pn Campus contest from Tish Granger,
president of the UNM chapter
of the women's journalism
honorary. Interviews with Miss
Granger and tile 15 semifinalists
will be heard on Miss Maltese's
KVOD radio 11rogram between
10 and 11 a.m. Dec. 7, the day
of the final judging. The 11)
cpm peting coeds will be judged
to select a winner and rst and
second runners-up at 7:30 11.m.
in the Union Ballroom. No admission will be charged.

listen to KUNM

CORPORATION

ElECTRO: Tradomar~ Sper~y Rand Corporallon

....

@.
1·

1966 S.R.C,

.90.1 Mcs.

and the public is invited.
Panel Will Judge
A panel of faculty and student
members will be assembled to
judge the competitors on appearance, originality and musicianship. Arrangements for the event,
one of several important ones before the year-end-recess Dec. 21,

are being handled by Rossalyn
Mynatt, Albuquerque, president
of Las Campanas.
Candlelight Vespers
December will be ushered in by
the traditional Candlelight Vespers program scheduled on the
fourth by Sigma Alpha Iota, national music fraternity for women. Featuring original works by
two local composers, Eunice Kettering, patroness of the organization, and Dr. Walter Keller, UNM
music professor, it will begin at
4 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall.
It is open to the public without
charge, as is the Dec. 13 performance by the UNM A Cappella
Choir and Chorus.
"llfessiah"
Directed by Dr. Douglas A. McEwen, the 200-voice chorus, accompanied by an orchestra, will
appear on the stage of the Concert Hall in G. F. Handel's
"Messiah.'' Solo t•oles will be sung
by Anne Gish and Bernardina Olivares, sopranos; Jeanne Grealish,
contralto, and Lennis Ellis, tenor.
The first performance of the
UNM Concert Band in the new
Concet·t Hall is slated Dec. 14
with a program of seasonal music.
Again, open with no admission
charge, it will be directed by
William E. Rhoades.
Tickets Available
Student activity cards, season
tickets, or individual concert tickets obtained at the tnusic department are t•equired for the second
program of the UNM Orchestra.
Under the baton of Kurt Frederick, the 75-membel" group will
perform in the Concert Hall.
George Robert, UNM pianist, will
be soloist, playing Beethoven's
Piano Concert in G major.
The three performances in the
Concert Hall will begin at 8:15
p.m.

(Continued from page 1)
Committee,
4
administrative
personnel including the 2 Vice
presidents fo UNM, 2 alumni,
and 2 graduate students.
Last year, President Popejoy
gave the Committee on the U full
power to investigate any subject
and to J'ecommend any progl'am
which might benefit UNM. "Regardless of what the faculty is
trying to tell us, the chairman
of the coJmnittce is going to have
power," said one of the senators.
Most of the people in student
government and on the faculty
agree that the committee could
become one of the most powerful
committees on campus,
Senate reasoned that the faculty demand to limit the chai!:man to coming only from the
faculty was, as John Thorson
said, "an arbitrary decision.''
They felt that there were persons either on the administration, or from the students or
from other areas that could do
a l'esponsible job as chahman.

BEEN SKIING LATELY?
The College Inn has. Recently the College Inn Association (so::ial
organizatioJ;t for the College Inn) took a weekend trip to Arapahoe Ski Basin in Colorado. Trips like these are just one more advantage of living at the Inn-and in case you missed out on this
one, there'll be another before long and you're invited to join us
at the College Inn-the college IN place to live.

SALUTES
.

THE LOBO
BASKETBALL
TEAM

FLY NAVY!
FRESHMEN-SOPHOMORES. Investigate the Aviation Reserve Offreer Candidate (AVROC) program. Officer Candidate training
while attending college.
Commission immediately upon graduation!
JUNIORS-SENIORS. Get information on the Aviation Officer
Candidate (AOC) Program. Receive your commission after 11
weeks AOC training. Application may be submitted with 90
semester hours. Inactive duty status until graduation from college.
THE NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS RECRUITING TEAM is on campus this week for interviews. Contact the Placement Center for
appointment.

TRAL SE
Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

247~8777
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Judges' Speed Aids Lobos
By JEFF DENNARD

Don Haskins, head coach of
nutional champs Texas Westem,
has heaped mol'e praise on the
outstanding sophomore than any
othGr man nround. "He has all
thG moves and he is one of the
fastest men you'll ever see on a
basketball court," said Haskins.
Praised By King
But Judge certainly received
praise from his own coaches as
well as outside admirers. ''Frank

Fran~-\

Judge was voted the
most outstanding player in the
National Junior College Basketball Tournament last season while
attending Cameron JC of Oklahoma.
With the help of some Vel'Y
good persuading on the part of
UNM's assistant coach Harv
Schmidt, Judge decided to play
his major college ball at UNM.
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A CC Is Hoop Foe
In Lobos' Opener
By JEFF DENNARD
The 1966-67 Lobo basketball
team, rated in the top twenty
nationally by all the basketball
polls taken so far this year, takes
to the floor tonight against Abilene Christian College to try and
prove the ·Polltakers right.
The Lobos have been rated
sixth by the Associated Press
16th by United Press Interna~
tiona!, lOth by Sporting News
18th by the Dell basketball an~
nual, and in the elite group by
Sports Illustrated. The last time
a Lobo basketball team was
ranked in the leading ten was
two years ago when the W olfpack
was on itts way to the NIT for
the second year in a row,
Lobos Are Strong
The. Lobos have what appears
~ be their strongest team in the
h1,:;;tory of the school. Coach Bob
Kmg has listed nine men as his
fron~ l.ine with the starting five
cons1stmg of Mel Daniels Ben
Monroe, Bill Morgan, Don' Hoover, and Frank Judge.
. Two others who will see considerable action will be Ron Sanford, who will spell both Morgan
and Daniels, and Ron Nelson
who will be the main substitu~
for Judge and Hoover. The other
two players who will be used
freely are Steve Shropshire and
Howie Grimes.

City Seeks Oueen
For Trock Meet

The Lobos, who have been
known and even famous for their
t~nacious defense,
have been
given the word by King that this
year they will go for a little more
offense. This does not mean that
they will forsake defense and
pia yracehorse basketball. King
is still a disciple of control.
"The team that makes the mistakes is the team that loses and
we believe the way to win is to
cause the other team to make
mistakes." King continued ·"Defense is the part of the' game
where you put the pressure on
the other team and we plan to
pressure them."
ACC Reports Incomplete
Tonight's game against the
boys from Abilene is something of
a blank space. Nobody seems to
know much about the Wildcats·
that includes Coach King, wh~
say,:;; t?e Lobos al'e going into
then· first two games completely
cold.
But the man who all but invented basketball at UNM has
said that his boys need to get
some game competition whether
OL' not they are 100 per cent
ready.
Wildcat Starters Listed
ACC will start two 6-7 men
David Wray and Wendell Stew~
art, two 6-3 men, Larry Adams
and John Ray Godfrey. The fifth
po~ition is still up for grabs. The
Wildcats, who won their conference last season with an 8-0 mark
finished their season with a 21-7
overall record.
The Wildcats have probably
the toughest starling schedule of
any team in the country as they
take on UNM and Texas Western in theh· first two games. The
Lob?s' second game will be played
agamst Santa Clara of California
!l~ University Arena Saturday
mght.

. Th~ Fourth Annual Jaycee InVItational Track Meet has been
s~heduled f?r Jan. 28, 1967 at
Tmgley Col1~eum, and the Jaycees are lookmg for Miss Indoor
Track of 1967.
Th~ con!est is open to all unmarned girls between the ages
of .1~ and, 25 who are currently
r~sidmg .m Albuquerque. The
WI?Iner Will r~ceive merchandise
.ADVERTISING RATES·
pnzes and Will be required to CLASSIFIED
:,.,::~e.,:ct. b6So-lt•-~ tblmes, $2.00. lllerti~n•
serve as official hostess for the
.
au
m
""" F noon on da-, before
llUblleat•on, to Room 159, Student PublicaJaycee Invitational.
tiona Build•n~r. Phone 277•4002 or 277·4102.
The· Albuquerque Jay c e e 8
FOR SALE
brought the National AAU In- BEAUTIFUL baby ~m~nd piano retail
d"?r Track & Field Championvalue $1,000. Will sell for $800 .;r trade
for spinet of comparable value. Call
ships to Albuquerque this past
296-1162, or 282-3220. 11130, 1211, 2.
March-the first time they've been
Vtfo~KS
W
. A GEN;., __ 1962, excellent eondi·
held out of New York in over
• 3 1 •000 "!'""'· New Ullholstery. Cnll
Dellt. of. Phi'!!'"" 1: Astronomy-277-2616
fo~y ~ears. ,Their-annual Jaycee
for Jack1e Encksen and leave your name
InvitatiOnaL 1s one of the top inand llhone. 12/1, 2, 6, 7.
door. meets in the country, atPERSONALS
~ractmg. a . star-studded field of WILL lady driving to Alamosa Colo
mternational athletes.
Coach
from visitin~ husband at .UNM and wh~
had a flat t~rc at La BaJada Hill llleMc
Hugh Hackett has already enretul'tl eyeglasses left by man who
tered several of his outstanding
h,!!IPed change tire? Mail to 2800 Val•n·
JM:rformer~ in this annual Duke 1mo,N~>t.1~uque!'flue, or eall 255-8138.
C1ty classic.
.
SERVICES
Ent~es in MillS . Indoor Track
TYPEWRITER
aales & repair, SpeeW
are bemg .accepted through Dec.
V""'
tol kUNM students oti ·all machin.,.,
5. :t'hose mterested should send
~ P c up 1: dellvel']l', E & E Type.
:-~~r Setvice, 2217 Coal BE, llhon" 243their name,. address, phone num·
ber an_d a rec~nt photograph to
TRANSPORTATION
~teve Marlowe, Jaycee InvitaRIDERS
wanted,
Leaving lor N y C
tional, P.O. Box 2278, Albuquer~ 17, Retum by Jan. 5. Share driv!
que.
tng & exnenses. Call 213-2470 artcr 7•00
p.m. 11/30, 12/I, 2.
•

•

see Page 8...

has about the same moves as Ellis
had and you know that means he
~s good," said coach King. "He
IS probably a better shot than
Dick Ellis and he might be · a
bettel' jumper too,"
Watching Judge at practice''
one can plainly see that he is
quite a jumper. He stuffs the ball
with both hands on layups and
hauls down l'ebounds . against
foes who sometime's · 'stand as
much 5 inches taller: . ·
One Of Faster
Judge is truly one df the· faster
men on the hardwood. He has
often taken the ball on a defensive rebound and gone the length
of the floor leaving the rest of
the players in his dust.
W:hi!e at Cameron Judge was
sc~rmg at a rate of over twenty
pomts a game and cleaning the
boards in a fashion usually reset·ved for much bigger men.
Frank earned a starting role on
this year's varsity by beating out
Ron Nelson, a transfer from
New Mexico Military Institute
junior college. The battle waged
between the two and was something that most coaches only
dream about. With such keen
competition Judge will surely
keep up his already great hustling and it will be much to the
benefit of UNM.
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Attitude Change Asked
By U. ·Parking Planner
Chief UNM planner Robert B.
Riley called for a change in attitude toward campus parking and
in advance planning during a
meeting of the American Association of University Professors
last night.
Riley said that city drivers
have the idea they can park right
in front of their destination.
"They may be able to do it in the
city, but it is a thing of the past
at UNM," he said.
Riley said that a 10-minute
walk from car to classroom must
become accepted as normal as it
is on other campuses.
"The idea of advanced plan-

Frank Judge, ace JC transfer

Here's the easy,
quick way to

Draft Referendum

UNM BASKETBALL GAMES

Okayed by

Ride the bus!
~lbuquerque Tr~nsit bus~s leave Johnson Gym park~ng lot every e~enmg there s a home game at w-minute
mtervals, startmg at 7: 1 o. These are express buses di~ectly to new gym. Return trips to campus at 10-minute
mtervals after game. Price-just 25¢ each way.

.'

WANT ADS

You may think you'll go places with a small
e~uc::ation. But you're wrong! Starting to work
with .a too-small education is like J'Unning a
mc::e 111 fement track sh()CS, It's almost a stu·e
bet you II wme in la.vf in the race fm· the goml
paying jobs.
Tod~y, to get a gl>od job you need a good
educ::nhon. A good education is the ~rst thing
~mployers asl< for. It proves you've gut wh;lt
1t takes to handle a good job ... a good-paying

job,. · : a job, that l'eally goes someplace.
~~!• 1£ you re in sdlllol now ... stay thcr<'!
Le.1,1~1 all you ean lor as long as you c:::m. If
Y{lll ~ e ot!t nf scho11], you t•m 1 still get hack in
~ le ltnu!mg. There s plenty of vnlnahk~ trainmg avmlahle outside the dassmum. To get
t}l~ fa~·ts, see the '(outh Counselot at your
St.t!e ~mJ?Inymeut St••·vice.. Or visit a Youth
~)ppm tun~ty Center, whkh has been sl't up
111 many cJht•s to lwlp you. .

To get a good job, get a go~d education:.
V II' I

ning for a university encompasses
the ovarall goals of the institution and the means to achieve
them.
He told the group of 25 faculty members that if the University follows the present growth
rate there would be 44,000 students in forty years. He said that
he felt that a University of this
size could not function.
National experts think that a
university of 25,000 is the maximum size to function efficiently.
If this .is true UNM must start
making plans for another campus,
Riley feels.
"If architects really had the

u ) ·~ ll'tiiU II J;uhff(• ~l't\'h't• llll'llfllk•fnff.OIII ... ,,,
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By CHUCK REYNOLDS
An important• senate bill was
almost defeated Wednesday night
because of a disagreement over
the insertion of the word "recommended" for the word "expected."
The controversy occurred during
discussion of the draft referendum bill.
The bill providing a student referendum on University draft
policy was passed after narrowly
missing defeat in a previous vote
on an amendment to the bill. The
passage of the bill opens the way
to planning for the referendum to
be conducted by the senate and
the student affairs committee.
Visitors' Gallery
The senate unanimously passed
a resolution petitioning the faculty to provide for a visitors' gallery at faculty meetings. The resolution will be sent to all faculty
members and distributed among
the students.
A long debate took place over
a bill introduced by Senator Coleman Travelstad providing for a
$1.50 decrease .in the student activities fee. Travclstad said his
argument essentially was that
"the money we are receiving is
rising faster than the programs
we are putting out." The senate
defeated the bill by a substantial
margin.
Expenditure Priority
Tom Horn, a major opponent
of the bill and chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, said
that many programs are going to
need .more money in the near future. Horn added that "the order
of priority for expenditures will
be: 1. those programs that effect
the largest number of' students,
such as speakers programs, and
cultural committee. 2. those of
educational value, and 3. special
interest~\, such as mountaineering.

Openhouse Is Dec •.. II
The traditional Women's Residence Halls open house will be
held Sunday, Dec. 11 instead of
Dec. 4 as printed earlier in . the
LOBO. Tho prizes for the best
door decorations have already
been awarded. Punch will be
served in the dorm lobbies. Every•
one is welcome.

Senators

Pat Holder, another opponent
of the bill, disagreed directly
with Travelstad and said "The
University enrollment has already become larger than the
programs offered to it.''
Larry Wells, legislative administrative assistant, said after
the bill was defeated that "We've
got to stop nickel and diming the
big programs. We're becoming a
big university."

power people think they do, there
would be no sickness, crime or
mental illness," Riley said. ''The
actual case is that too often the
architects suffer from delusions
of grandeur,"
Riley said that the goal of advanced planning was to do as
little as jossible to handicap the
planners of the future.
If the campus is to handle the
increased student and faculty
populations, Riley feels that an
increase in the density of buildings is needed. This means that
there will be an increase in buildings with a corresponding decrease in land space between
buildings.
Open Spaces
The old theory behind the University, says Riley, was to put a
building down and then surround
it was grass that did not grow.
Increasing the density of buildings will give planners a chance
to plan .open spaces.
The idea of planned open space
would give function to the open
areas and places for people to
congregate.
The problem of assimilating
the surrounding community is
also facing UNM, says Riley.
Areas around the campus are going to be taken in, resulting in
decay to surrounding areas.
Riley mentioned cases of large
(Contnued on page 3)

..
SELECTING BOOKS for the National Student Associatipn com·
munity action drive beginning at 6 p.m. Sunday are John Thorson,
drive chairman, and Kathryn Fetter, owner of "The Bookcase",
across from Johnson Gym. Mrs. Fetter has been interested in
student activities since the opening of her book shop two years
ago. She contributed two dozen new children's books to the drive.

Over BOO Gls Wounded Last Week
By United Press International
SAIGON-U.S. war dead rose
sharply last week. The weekly
casualty report from Saigon
shows more than 800 American
servicemen were killed or wounded in Viet Nam last week. Most
of the casualties came in Operation Attleboro . along the Cambodian border. It was the largest
operation of the war.
The casualty report issued yesterday shows 149 U.S. servicemen
killed in action and another 709
wounded.
~

'Copter Gunner Kills 10 VC
SAIGON- An Army Colonel
from the U.S. 1st Infantry Division gUnned down 10 Viet Cong

gUerrillas from a helicopter gunship. Colonel S. D. Berry Jr. of
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, is the
commander of the division's first
brigade. He was leading a relief
force to a beleagured Army patrol northeast of Saigon.
~

Smith to Meet with Wilson
SALISBURY, Rhodesia-Premier Ian Smith of Rhodesia is on
his way to a meeting, probably
in Malta, with Britain's Prime
Minister Harold Wilson. It will
be the first confrontation the two
men have had in a year on the
Rhodesian independence issue.
~

Kosygin in Paris
PARIS-Soviet Premier Kosy-

Catholic Women to l-lold
Foreign Student: Dinner
"Getting To Know You" is the
theme of an international student
dinner to be held at 6 p.m. Sunday at the Newman Center.
The traditional holiday dinner
is being presented by the Albuquerque Council of Catholic Women with the student organization
of Newman Center .assisting.
Meatless entrees wm be Se1'Ved
also.
About 400 are expected to at·
tend. This will include about 22
host and hostess couples from the
22 local Catholic churches. It will

also include some international
students from the University of
Albuquerque.
The purpose of the dinner is
hospitality to international students. This dinner will be followed
by invitations to homes of the
Ca tho lie women of the city who
are preparing the food.
Entertainment after the dinner
will include songs and dances
presented by Latin and Greek
groups.
International students will be
admitted free,

gin has arrived in Paris for a
state visit that may result in
closer French and Russian economic ties.
~

Saturn Tests Successfully
BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. - At
the U.S. rocket testing facility in
Bay St. Louis, Miss., the second
stage of the Saturn moon rocket
froared to life yesterday. The
six minute stationary test of the
rocket showed that the second
stage is capable of its designed
task-pushing a 47-ton Apollo
spacecraft to earth orbital altitude. ·
~

NASA Misses Deadline
WASHINGTON - The space
agency has apparently missed a
deadline. Four months ago Representative Olin Teague formally
asked the agency to tell Congress
by today where the U.S. space
program will head after landing
a man on the moon. Thus far 1
NASA hasn't come up with an
answer.
~

Moon Photos "Finest Ever"
WASHINGTON - Scientists
are marveling over Lunar Orbiters' picture of the great moon
crater Copernicus. The scientists

T-Bird Material
All those who contributed
art works to the THUNDERBIRD may collect their material from Dick French at the
Student Publications business
office.

call the photo "the finest picture
ever obtained by man" of the
huge lunar crater. Taken from a
distance of 28 miles above the
lunar surface, the picture loo4: ..
like it was taken from the crater
rim.
~

New German Chancellor Elected
BONN - Kurt-Georg Kiesinger was formally elected Chancellor by the lower house of the
West German Parliament today.
His government unites the coun~
try's two largest political parties
in a "grand coalition."
~

December Opens with Winter
Storms
December started in an appropriately snowy and cold fashion
over much of the nation. A cold
front dropped temperatures to 13
degrees below zero yesterday at
International Falls Minnesota.
That front pushed a vicious stontt..
east from the upper Midwest and
Appalachian ..Mountains. Light
snow accompanied the advancing
cold.
~

Measure Marries Wates
LONDON - A London newspaper, the Manchester GUARDIAN, today reported its favorite
wedding of the year. A man
named Measure, it reported, married. a girl named Wates.
-()--

Berkeley Students May Stage
Boyeott
BERKELEY, Calif.-Students
may stage a boycott if authorities
pursue charges against nine per( Continued on page 6)

